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LBL-2095 

Rolland P. Johnson, Leroy T. Kerth, G. Shen,and W. A. Wenzel 

Lawrence Berke ley Labor,atory 
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Berkel ey, Ca Ii forn i a 

ABSTRACT 

A magnetic-spectrometer at the Be.vatron has been used to study the 

low neutri no energy ~nds of the K11 3 ani Ke3 spectra. The spectra are ' 

found to agree well with -the V-A predictions for massless neutrinos. 

,The upper limits (90% C. L.) are 650 KeV for the muon neutrl no mass and, 

450 KeV for the mass of the electron neutrino. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

,The most precise limits on the muon neutrino mass have been set by measur-

I 2 ing the energy or momentum of the muon in ~ ~ ~v decays. Whi Ie this method 
~ 

is straightforward, it is quite sensitive to the value of the pion mass. A 

determination of the muon neu'trino mass Is presented here which Is practically 

f ndependent of the unce,rta I nty I n the pion mass. The method used is to 

'0 ± + 0 ± + examine the low neutrino energy ends of the KL~ ~ ~ v (K~3) and KL'~ n e v (Ke3 ) 

spectra., As wi II be shown, the use ~f K~ ~ ~+n- (K~~) events for mass scale 
I 

calibration decreases the sensitivity of the neutrino mass determinations to , 

previously measured particle masses. 

A comparison of the results and methods of muen neutrino mass determin-

nat I onsi s shown in Table I • It should be noted that for all methods the , 

quantity actually measured is the square of the rest massj hence reducing the' 

mass I imit by one half Involves an experiment which is fO,ur times as sensitive. 

Also determined in this experiment is ,a limit on the mass of the electron 

neutrl no. 
'3 

Very precise measurements of the positron spectr:um from tritium 

beta decay have set limits on the electron neutrino mass of - 60 eV. The 

comparitively crude Umits set by the present experiment (450 KeV) offer both 

a check on the experimental method for determination of the muon neutrino mass 

and a new limit on the mass of electron neutrinos from strangeness-changing decays. 

The latter result is significant when one considers t,he pau~Jty of experimental 

evidence on the existence of different types of neutrinos. 

In addition as a test of CPT invariance, the spectra for neutrinos are com-

pared w'ith the corresponding spectra for anti-neutrinos. Our limits on the 

mass differences are much more stringent than those implied by comparisons of 

+ 
~ and ~ lifetimes. 
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I I. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

I. Genera I 

The V-A theory of weak interactions predicts I ittle dependence of the 

K~3 matrix element on the neutrino mass. However, the 

boundary of the Dalitz plot is modified for a non-zero neutrino mass. 

In the present experiment the measured invariant mass mn~ of the 

two charged secondaries is simply related to the neutrino energy in the 

kaon center of mass by 

E 
\I 

= 
2 

m -K 

o + - th Simultaneously detected KL ~ n n (Knn) decays are used to measure e 

resolution of the apparatus and cal ibrate the absolute invariant mass scale. 

Since the KTITI events effectively measure the kaon mass', the present results 

are Independent of previously measured 'values of the kaon mass. Since the 

neutrino energy depends only in second order on the pion mass, the uncertainty 

in the pion's mass (14 KeV) leads to an uncertainty of about 8 KeV in the neutrino 

energy measurement. 

2. Apparatus 

Figure I shows the plan view of the detection apparatus. The 6-m-long 

evacuated decay volume began 7.6 m from the production target in the 
./ 

Bevatron External Proton Beam. The 0.8-msr. beam yielded'" 6 x 105 KL in 

h II t e momentum range 0.8 - 3.2 GeV/c for 6 x 10 protons on the target. 

The momenta of the decay secondaries were measured in symmetric spectro-

meters, each with a 0.9-m x 0.6-m aperture picture-frame magnet and five 

double gap magnetostrictive wire spark chambers. The chambers were de

signed with low mass (5.2 x 10-
4 

radiation lengths) and the volumes between 

the spark chambers were fl I led with hel ium to reduce Coulomb scattering. 
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Downstream of the last spark chamber on each side of the apparatus, 

counter hodoscopes F and R selected trajectories with maximum horizontal 

divergences of ± 45 mrad from the beam I ine. This angular requirement 

selected secondary particles emerging from the decay volume with trans-

verse momenta within -a rather narrow interval; the desired interval was 

selected by setting the magnet current appropriately. A six counter array H was 

mounted In front of each F hodoscope, and a large counter T for fast timing was 

mounted behind ,each R hodoscope. 

Electrons were identified in 2.3 m long Freon Cherenkov counters, 

which were found to -be more than 99.6% efficient during prel iminary tests. 

Muons were identified by range measurements. The range detectors each 

contained a I,m long carbon block fol lowed by 17 cel Is of steel and 

scintillator. Each cel I consisted of one Or more 1.2 m x 1.2 m x 2.5 cm 

steel plates. The number of plates in each cel I was chosen to give a muon 

range interval of approximately 7% for momenta between 0.5 and 1.6 GeV/c. 

The data discussed here were accumulated as (us~ful) background 

o + +- +-during a search for the rare decay modes Kl ~ ~ ~ , e e and ~-e+ which 

has been previously reported 4, 5 The spectrometer magnets were set to 

correspond to a transverse momentum of 225 MeV/c, the center-of-mass 

0+momentum of the decay Kl ~ ~ ~ The trigger logic required a particle 

on each side which satisfied the angular requirement and also counted 

in the H array and the timing counter. Events with an electron which 

bent Inward at angles between 15 and 45 mrad were rejected; this veto 

reduced the Ke3 background in the di lepton sample at the expense of the data 

presented here. The signals from the Cherenkov counters (except as noted above) 

and the range count~rs were not used in the trigger but were recorded for use 

-" 
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later in the analysis. The signals from the counters and the ,spark chamber 

information for each event were accumulated, checked, and then stored on magnetic 

tape bya POP-9 computer. Beam intensity and magnet currents were recorded 

each Bevatron pulse. 

For the low neutrino energy (or high m1TR,) region of the KR,3 Dali+z 

plot the sp'ark chamber tri gger used for the rare decay mode search was 

ideal. By requiring both charged secondaries to have transverse momenta 

greater than 200 MeVlc, only those KR,3 events of interest here were accumulated. 

The only si'gnificant background with respect to partide indentification 

involved K~ .... 1T+1T- decays In-which a pion decayed upstream of the magnets and 

simulated a K~3 event. This background wil I be discussed in Section VI I. 

III. DATA SAMPLE, 

The events were reconstructed and analyzed with a CDC-6600 computer. 

An event was considered a K~3 or Ke3 candidate if the two reconstructed 

trajectorles,met within 2 cm in the decay volume and if the reconstructed 

angles and momenta were kinematically consistent with such a decay. Any 

particle accompanied by a Cherenkov count was assumed to be an electron; 

other particles were tried as pions and muons. Each event with no Cherenkov 

count was also considered as. a possible K1T1T candidate~lf the vertex cut 
! 

described above was satisfied and iT the reconstructed parent particle 

originated at a point less than 4.0 cm' from the production target. 

For this first stage analysis, an effective-length parameterfzatlon of the 

magnetic fields was used. This simple procedure provided adequate mass 

resolution for the initial selection of events with a mihi~um expenditure 

of computer time. , Better momentum resolution and discrimination against 

Impossible trajectories could be ?chieved by a step-by-step integration 
! 

of the trajectories through the measured magnetic fields. Accordingly, 
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for one out of fi ve Kmr events and for a I I KO ,events with m
1T

.Q, greater than 

475 MeV (as determined from the first analysis), each charged secondary 

trajectory was numerically integrated using the measured magnetic field 

maps. Events with discontlnu9us'trajectories, indicating a decay In flight' 

or an error In spark association, we.re eliminated. The cuts were quite 

stringent and corresponded to about two standard deviatlo,ns on each of 

eight parameters measuring deviations from orbit continuity. Approxi-

mately 60% of the data surviveq these cuts. The integrated trajectory 

was also used to correct the momentum estimate. 

To be Identified as a muon, a particle was requiredto stop within 1.5 

counters of its expected range. Th is corresponds to requ i ri ng that the muon 

range be within about 10% of the expected value. A pion was identified by a 

range more than 1.5 counters short of the expected range of a muon of the 

same momentum. If both particles in an event satisfied the muon range criterion, 

the event was'removed from the K 3 sample. The laboratory momenta of the 
IlJ 

secondary particles were determined prlma~i Iy by the k'aon laboratory momentum 

« p > ~ 2.2 GeV/c) and only weakly,correlated with the Dalltz plot position. 
K 

Therefore, over ~he small invariant mass interval used for the neutrino mass 

determination, elimination of events with ambiguous 1T or lJ Identification did 

not bias the KlJ3 decay spectra. 

Having determined the momenta and identities of the charged secondaries, 

one could calculate the Invariant mass (m 0) and the neutrino energy (E ) 
1T~ , V 

in the kaon rest frame. Events for which the'reconstructed kaon could not have 

".' 
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originated within 5 cm of the productio~ target were eliminated. This cut 

was purpos~ly very loose because the calculation of the distance of 

closest approach of the parent kaon to the target is coupled to the invariant 

mass calculation. If the cut were too tight it could distort the shape of 

the spectrum. Scatter plot studies of K~3 data comparing the distance of 

closest approach to the target as a funct i on of m'd I ndl cated that no bona

fide events were lost by the. k i nemat i c compat i b iii ty requ irement. 

IV. APPARATUS RESOLUTION AND INVARIANT MASS CALIBRATION 

Figure 2 is a semi-log plot of the K1T1T invariant mass distribution. 

The spectrum can be fitted quite wei I by a superposition of two Gaussian 

forms centered about the same mass plus a linear background. Changing the 

cut on the distance of closest approach to the target from 5 cm to 2 cm 

does not appreciably change the width of the K1T1T peak although the linear 

background does decrease. The wider Gaussian is compatible with K events 
1T1T 

in wh i ch a pion has decayed in f light or scattered from the mater i a lin the 

spark chambers while the linear background is compatible with KlJ3 events in 

which a muon has been misidentified as a pion. To eliminate as much of the 

K 3 contamination as possible, al I K events with kaons which could not lJ . 1T1T 

have originiated within 2 em of the production target were el iminated • 

. The invariant mass plot shown in figure 2 has been used as the resolution 

functlion of the apparatus. Although the resolution should be normally distri-

buted as a function of the square of the invariant mass, the results of this 

experiment are insensitive to such detai Is of the fitting procedure primari Iy 
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because the invariant mass intervals for the Kt3 fits are sma I I. 

The tal Is of the distribution shown In figure 2 are from Ku3 decays 

in which the neutrino direction is paral lei to the kaon direction or from 

K events in which one pion has decayed in flight. For each of these two TTTT 

sources of. broadening the measured width of the KTTTT peak is greater than 

the resolution width expected for Kt3~ (Note that there are two pions which 

can decay In flight for KTTTT as compared to one pIon for Kt3 ). For this 

experiment the tai Is of the K peak were sma I I enough· that they did not TTTT 

affect the fits appreciably. Furthermore, the use of a resolution function 

wider than that of the apparatus would lead to less stringent limits on 

the neutrino masses. 

V. DETECTION EFFICIENCY 

The detection efficiency of the apparatus was determined with a numerical 

intergratlon scheme (the program LAS VEGAS) in which events were generated uniformly 

in phase space and traced through the apparatus. Figure 3 shows the K 3 detec-
. U 

tion efficiency and the V-A spectrum as a function of neutrino energy. The 

efficiency Is normal ized to unity at the zero neutrino energy end. The efficiency 

at 5 MeV neutrino energy drops by only 14% from the maximum at the tip. 

The Ke3 efficiency is further distorted because the Cherenkov counters 

were used in anticoincidence to reject events if the electron bent inward 

downstream of the magnets. Although this trigger scheme had I ittle effect on 

the events at the tip of the Oal itz ~Iot, it decreased the detection 

efficiency for Ke3 events relative to that for KU3 events for lower values of 

mnR, • 
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V I. .!5e3 SPECTRA 

Figure 4 shows the. Ke3 data compared to the V-A prediction for a zero 

mass neutrino, including the effect of resolution. A value of A+ = .04 

is used for the Ke3 form factor. 

tion. For the mass interval 485 

The only adjustable parameter is the normaliza

. 2 
< mTIe < 499 MeV, the X is 19 for 27 degrees 

of freedom (C.L. - 90% ) and the data agree with the spectrum in the interval 

475 < m < 485 MeV. The quality of the fit indicates that the V-A theory TIe 

gives a good representation of the data and that the LAS VEGAS program is a 

good repres.ntation of the apparatus. 

Shown in the Inset of figure 4 is the variation of X2 as a function of 

electron neutrino mass. The minimum is at 0 KeV and the corresponding 90% limit 

is 350 KeV where the X2 increases by 1.6. Since only the square of the 

neutrino mass enters Into al I relevant formulae, an excess of events at the 

tip of the spectrum would correspond to an imaginary neutrino mass. Unfortunately 

the necessary expressions cannot be analytically continued to imaginary 

masses (the V-A current-current interaction al lows negative transition probabi lities 

in such cases, for example) and fits for imaginary neutrino mass are mbdel-

dependent. Predicted spectra for imaginary masses were obtained by increasing 

the kaon's mass slightly in the calculation of the matrix element to keep the 

V-A helicity structure at the Oalitzplot boundaries. The Oalitz plot 

bounda~ies for the phase Space part of the transition probabil ity were calculated 

for imaginary masses. For this and other reasonable models the minimum 

remained at zero neutrino mass when imaginary masses were considered. The 

shape of the imaginary mass part of the x2curve clearly depends on a particular 
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model, however, and so is not used In the determination of the errors on 

the mass limit. It should be noted that even if the X2 minimum were at 

an imaginary mass, we would sti II, take the 90% limit as the mass where the 

2 2 X increased by 1.6 over the X at mv = O. 

V II. ~3 SPECTRA 

(I) K 
1T1T Background 

Events from the decays KL ~ n+n- are a significant background to the 

K~3 end point studies. In fact, approximately 10
6 KnTI decays were detected 

during the course of the experiment; this is to be compared with approximately 10
4 

K~3 decays with neutrino energies in the interval 0 to 5 MeV. Even a 

fraction of a percent of K events would cause background problems if TIn 

identified as K~3' A pion from K which decayed upstream of the momentum 
1T1T 

analysis syst~m, for example, would generally cause the event to be classi- , 

fied as a K~3 if the muon entered the range device. 

Such mis-Identified K events show up in the m spectrum as a rather 
1T1T TI~ 

broad peak near mTI~ ~ 480 MeV. Figure 5 shows the apparent mTI~ distribu-

tions for a subset of the ~n events shown in Figure 2 with one secondary 

pion intentionally misidentified as a muon. ,'Figure 6 shows the complete ~3 

spectrum compared to the predicted V~A spectrum normalized to the uppermost 

5 MeV in the mass spectrum. The KTIn background I.s apparent. 

(2) Fitting Procedure 

To eliminate the Knn background in the K~3 spectrum, different intervals 

of ~ invariant mass were tried in order to find the extent of the back-

ground free region. Leaving the upper I imit of the fitting interval fixed 

.f 
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at 499 MeV, the V-A fit for zero neutrino mass was tried using different lower 

I imits. For all fitting intervals starting at or above 493 MeV the fits are 

acceptable, and have i probabi I itles which are stable and are simi lar 

to those of the Ke3 events in the same mass Interval. When fits with V-A 

for neutrino masses greater than 1.6 MeV were trIed, no acceptable fits were 

possible for any mass Interval. 

As long as the ratio of the Knn background to the ~3 spectrum decreases 

monotonically as the neutrino energy decreases, any InclusIon of this back-

ground wi II. lead to neutrIno mass I imits which are too large. That is, the 

higher background at the lower end of the fitted interval, when used in the 

normalization, simulates a depletion of events at high mn~ corresponding 

to a massive neutrino. 

The m spectrum for the K3 data Is shown In Figure 7 along with fits 
n~ l.J 

for zero and 1.6 MeV n~utrlno mass. The inset shows the X2 distributIon 

as a functIon of neutrino mass. The minimum Is at zero mass with a X2 = 13.7 

for 10 degrees of freedom. The confidence level for the fit is about 20%. 

2 
The X as a func.t i on of m increases by 1.6 at about 550 KeV and that is v 
taken as the limit (90% confidence level) for the neutrino mass. 

A simi lar analysis was performed for the Ke3 data in the mne interval 

493.5 to 499 MeV. The fitted results are shown in Figure 8 for zero and 1.6 

MeV neutrino masses. The fit for zero mass is good (X2 = 9.2 for 10 degrees 

of freedom; confidence level - 50%) although the 90% confidence level limit 

for the neutrino mass Is only 51 ightly worse ( - 400 KeV) than for the 

larger mass Interval shown In Figure 4. 
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VI I I. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

(I) Systematic errors. 

The overal I normal ization is affected by a number of parameters 

which have a negligible effect on the final neutrino mass I imits. Examples 

6 
are the KR.3 form factors, the rad i at i ve correct ions and uncertainties 

in the detection efficiency. In general, very large changes in the form 

factors or the radiative cut-off parameter ot the detection efficiency 

drop-off cause the V-A fits to become sl ightly worse. However, even 

2 
though the minimum X becomes worse, the posItion of the minimum does 

not change. This is because the effect of a massive neutrino is seen 

as a significant change in the shape of the spectrum only at the low 

E end rather than a gradual shift in the data or a slight renormal ization. 
\I 

Two things to which the results are sensitive are the width of the 

mass resolution function and, for the K~3 spectrum, ·the cuts on the muon 

range requirement. If the resolution function Is made wider by al lowing 

more background events In the K'fT'fT spectrum (Fig. 2), the qual ity of the 

fits for both the Ke3 and K1l3 spectra deteriorate. When 'fihe muon range 

requirement is relaxed, m events are not fitted as wei I, presumably 
'fTll 

because more K background is included. mT 

The 90% confidence levels on the neutrino mass I Imits va~y over a 

range of about 100 KeV depending on the particular resolution function and 

muon range cut used. Including these systematic uncertainties, the overal I 

lim I ts are 650 KeV for the muon neutr i no and 450 KeV for the electron 

neutrino (90% C.L.) 
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(2) Test of CPT tnvariance 

CPT Invariance implies equality of the neut~ln6 and antlneutrino 

masses. Since muons and electrons of both charge signs ~ere accepted by -

the apparatus, the final data samples contain about equal mixtures of 

neutrinos and antineutrinos. The spectra for the neutrinos are found to 

be the sarre as those for the corresponding antineutrinos. The mass difference 

is less than 450 KeV (90%> between the electron neutrino and Its anti-

particle and between the muon neutrino and its 'antiparticle. The only 

other limit on,a neutrino-ant/neutrino mass difference seems to be that 

+. - 7 
impl ied by the limit on the difference in nand n lifetimes. 

,We wish to thank Dr. R. CI ive Field for help during the first 

stages of the experiment and Dr. William R. Holley for many helpful 

" discussions. Michael Barnes and John P. Wilson assisted thoughtfully 

during ,the ,data analysis and we gratefu'lly acknowledge their participation. 
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Fig. I. Plan view of the apparatus. F and R are counter hodoscopes. H 

is a six counter array. T is a fast timing counter. 

Fig. 2. Semi-log plot of the mr invariant mass spectrum used as the re-

solution function of the apparatus and the absolute invariant mass 

scale calibration for the neutrino mass fits. 

Fig. 3. Detection efficiency of the apparatus compared with the theoretical 

V-A ~~3 spectrum as a function of the neutrino center of mass energy. 

In the interval 0 to 5 MeV neutrino energy the detection efficiency 

changes only 14%. 

Fig. 4. The TIe invariant mass spectrum compared with the theoretical V-A 

prediction with the detection efficiency and resolution included. The 

fitted interval is 485 < m < 499. The inset shows the X2 as a TIe 

function of neutrino mass. 

Fig. 5. The TI~ invariant mass spectrum found by purposely incorrectly 

identifying as a muon one of the pions from Kmr decays. The vertical 

scale is expanded by a factor of 10 for m~ > 485 MeV. 

Fig. 6. The TI~ invariant mass spectrum from K~3 events compared with the 

theoretical V-A spectrum normal ized to the interval 495 < m < 500 MeV. 
~ 

The background centered at 480 MeV is from incorrectly identified 

~1T decays. 

Fig. 7. The TI~ Invariant mass spectrum compared with the theoretical V-A 

prediction in the interval 493.5 < m < 499. The smooth ·(dashed) 
1T~ 

curve corresponds to m = 0.0 (1.6) MeV. 
v~ 

a function of neutrino mass. 

2 The Inset shows the X as 

Fig. 8. The TIe invariant mass spectrum compared with the theoretical V-A 

predictions for the same interval used in Fig. 7. The limit on the 

neutrino mass Is only slightly worse than for the complete interval. 

The general character of the fits is simi lar to those in Fig. 7. 

j 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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